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With the widespread of computing and mobile devices, authentication using biometrics has received greater attention. Although biometric systems usually provide good solutions, the recognition performance tends to be affected over time due to changing conditions and aging of biometric data, that results in intra-class variability. Adaptive biometric systems, which adapt the biometric reference over time, have been proposed to deal with such intra-class variability. This paper provides the most up-to-date and complete discussion on adaptive biometrics systems we are aware of, including formalization, terminology, sources or variations that motivates the use of adaptation, adaptation strategies, evaluation methodology and open challenges. This field of research is sometimes referred to as template update.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The term biometrics generally refers to biological, morphological and behavioral characteristics of human beings. However, it is increasingly associated with automated techniques enabling the authentication of the identity of individuals based on their characteristics. Usually, the identity claim of individuals is verified based on what they own (e.g., a token, a card) or what they know (e.g., a password, a PIN code). However, for the biometric recognition, this verification is based on what the individual is/does, namely the person’s biometric characteristics, such as fingerprint, hand signature or voice. Biometrics is often regarded as one of the most important solutions to security problems involving logical access control (e.g., a computer, a network) and physical access control (e.g., buildings, airports; electronic commerce; telephony; and identity management systems). According to [104], the global biometrics market will increase from $2 billion in 2015 to $14.9 billion by 2024.

The characteristics used for recognition should have some properties [37] to be considered useful: universality (everyone has the characteristic), distinctiveness (the characteristic allows to differ one user from another), permanence (the characteristic should not change over time for the same user), collectability (the characteristic can be measured quantitatively). Additionally, biometric authentication systems should take into account [37]: performance, acceptability, circumvention.

In the literature, the performance of biometric authentication algorithms is mainly evaluated based on two types of errors: false match, when an impostor is wrongly recognized as a genuine user, and false non-match, when a genuine user is wrongly rejected. False matches can come from the lack of distinctiveness of the biometric characteristic, while false non-matches can come from sample acquisition noise (e.g., dirty fingerprint reader), unrepresentative biometric references (e.g., a biometric reference of the frontal face may not match a query of the user in a different face position) or template aging. Template aging can occur when the biometric characteristic undergoes changes over time (e.g., the typing rhythm on a keyboard can be improved with experience). All of these factors result in intra-class variability for the genuine class, which can negatively affect the biometric system recognition performance. A simple, although costly, way to deal with that is to resort to a human operator. For example, template aging can be handled by performing periodical enrollment sessions. Another solution is to use adaptive biometric systems.

Adaptive biometric systems automatically adapt the biometric reference over time. They can be used to either take into account template aging [77, 81, 96] or to improve unrepresentative biometric references [77, 116]. In several implementations, adaptive biometric systems exploit query samples (used for recognition) to adapt the biometric reference over time, reducing errors due to intra-class variability. This approach has many advantages since no operator is needed anymore. Adaptation is totally transparent to the users who are not explicitly asked for re-enrollment sessions. Adaptive biometric systems represent a relatively new research area in biometrics, with numerous open challenges. For instance, since the update procedure is automatic, the system may be subject to adversarial attacks which could introduce impostor patterns into the biometric reference. Therefore, some systems choose to only rely on highly confident samples.

This paper contributes to the field of adaptive biometric systems in the following ways:
It provides the most up-to-date and comprehensive survey on adaptive biometric systems. The latest review we are aware of was published in 2012 [77] by Poh et al. and significant advances have been proposed ever since.

This survey stresses the links and differences between existing works and emphasizes the lack of a common vocabulary between the published works in the literature. For this purpose, a formalization of adaptive biometric systems is proposed.

The current paper also introduces a new taxonomy of adaptive biometric systems, which promotes a modular view in which each module or component can be independently analyzed. Moreover, a generic workflow of a biometric adaptation process is presented. Throughout the paper, a discussion of previous adaptation strategies is presented within the proposed taxonomy.

An extensive discussion on several aspects of evaluation methodologies for adaptive biometric systems is presented. Diverse methodologies have been adopted in the literature and this paper attempts to provide a fair discussion of each aspect involved in the evaluation of adaptive biometric systems.

This paper has a key importance for current and future research as it presents existent solutions, gaps and an up-to-date discussion of challenges involved in adaptive biometric systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a formalization for adaptive biometric systems, along with the discussion of some biometric recognition errors; Section 3 decomposes adaptive biometric systems into modules which form the basis of a taxonomy to describe and compare current adaptive biometric systems; Section 4 discusses the evaluation methodology for adaptive biometric systems, including the presentation of datasets, metrics and other aspects involved in their evaluation; Section 5 points out several open research challenges for adaptive biometric systems. Finally, Section 6 presents the main conclusions.

2 ADAPTIVE BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS

As described in [37], a biometric system is a pattern recognition system that acquires a biometric query sample from a claimant and extracts its biometric features from the acquired sample. Next, the biometric system compares these biometric features to the biometric reference (also known as model or template) from the claimed identity, previously stored in a biometric database [37].

According to previous studies, biometric features may change over time [96]. Consequently, the biometric reference may no longer represent the current biometric features of the reference user. This phenomenon is known as template aging [39]. As a result, the recognition performance of the biometric system can degrade over time. An adaptive biometric system adapts the user reference to deal with template aging [77, 96]. This section presents the terminology adopted in this paper, discusses the need for adaptation, states the problem handled by adaptive biometric systems and some inherent aspects.

2.1 Biometric systems

A standard biometric system comprises two main phases: the enrollment and the test/recognition. During the enrollment, defined by Equation (1), the system receives a set of enrollment samples \( E_j \) for each user \( j \in J \) and outputs the biometric reference \( ref_j \), where \( J \) is the set of user indexes registered in the biometric system. The enrollment is performed for all registered users and each biometric reference is stored in the biometric database \( R = \{ ref_j \mid j \in J \} \).

\[
    ref_j \leftarrow enroll (E_j)
\]

During the test/recognition, also known as operational phase, the system receives a biometric query sample $q$ and returns the identity label of the recognized user. A query is a biometric sample acquired to perform recognition. The test/recognition can operate in two modes: verification or identification [39].

In the verification mode, defined in Equation (2), the query $q$ is compared to the biometric reference $ref_j$ of a claimed user with index $j$ given a set of parameters $\theta_j^{verify}$. The output is obtained from a classification algorithm, which returns the predicted label $label^p$ for the biometric query: genuine or impostor. The set $\theta_j^{verify}$ refers to the parameters adopted for the classification algorithm. Some implementations output a score from the comparison of a query $q$ to the biometric reference $ref_j$ and, afterwards, return the class label by comparing this score to a decision threshold value. In this case, the decision threshold would be an element in the set of parameters $\theta_j^{verify}$. Other classification algorithms may need additional parameters, like the kernel parameters required by support vector machines [102].

$$
label^p \leftarrow testVerify\left(ref_j, q \mid \theta_j^{verify}\right)
$$

(2)

In the identification mode, defined in Equation (3), the query $q$ is presented to the biometric system, which outputs a set of user indexes $U_{id}$ using the set of parameters $\theta_j^{identify}$, such that $U_{id} \subseteq \mathcal{J}$. The set $\theta_j^{identify}$ refers to the parameters of the classification algorithm used, as in the case of the verification mode (e.g., decision threshold). Note that $U_{id}$ can be an empty set $\emptyset$ when the query is classified as an impostor, i.e., the subject is unknown to the system.

$$
U_{id} \leftarrow testIdentify\left(R, q \mid \theta_j^{identify}\right)
$$

(3)

2.2 On the need to perform adaptation in biometric systems

Although biometric systems represent a robust method to authenticate users, it has been reported that their recognition performance can degrade over time. As shown in previous studies, biometric features can change [96] and, consequently, the biometric reference may no longer represent the biometric features of the enrolled user. This phenomenon is known as template aging [39]. In machine learning, the term concept drift is often used to refer to changes in the profile of the data distribution [120]. In biometrics, drift is caused by numerous sources of variability. Furthermore, previous experimental results have shown that this variability can be user dependent [52, 54, 56, 67, 72, 88].

There are two main sources of variability over time:

- **Enrollment/changing conditions.** The model may not accurately represent the user characteristics when a limited number of samples is available during the enrollment stage. Moreover, these limited stored samples are usually not able to cover all possible conditions that will be encountered during the recognition phase. Aspects like illumination, humidity, noise, movement and portability of the device can vary between enrollment and recognition phases [78]. Another source of variability is the use of devices with distinct characteristics for enrollment and recognition (cross-device matching). This can occur, for example, in face recognition, when the quality of images produced by high-resolution cameras and webcams can be very different [71]. In fingerprint recognition, this can occur when matching two samples collected with thermal and optical fingerprint sensors. Self occlusions (e.g., make up) and occlusions due to use of accessories (e.g., body-piercing ornament, jewelries, glasses) can also introduce intra-class variability. Additionally, the interactions between a
user and each sensor can be different. In keystroke dynamics, typing on different keyboard layouts can produce distinct keystroke dynamics [39]. Emotion and health can also impact the recognition performance of a biometric system, especially in the behavioral modalities. Emotional states, such as happiness, anger and stress can impact the speech. Adaptive systems have also been used in the context of liveness detection; Rattani and Ross [93] improved the performance of their liveness detector by adding novel detectors for new kinds of spoofing material in order to automatically retrain their liveness detection system.

- **Time/aging.** Both physical and behavioral biometric modalities are subject to changes related to time/aging. Physical modalities are subject to injuries, wrinkles, speckles, weight loss and gain. Moreover, illnesses and their associated treatments can impact speech and fingerprint. Behavioral modalities are also subject to changes. For example, in keystroke dynamics, users may change their typing rhythm over time [59].

When genuine users are increasingly rejected by a biometric system, they can become annoyed, which negatively impacts the usability of the system. Periodical re-enrollment of the users can be a solution, although costly.

In short, intra-subject variability can increase the risk that the biometric system wrongly rejects a genuine attempt, thus increasing false non-match error. Two alternatives to decrease the impact of intra-class variability are using multi-modal biometric systems and adopting soft biometrics.

Multi-modal biometric systems use multiple biometrics [99] to reduce the overall system error that can occur at different levels (sensor, characteristics, score, rank or decision). Nevertheless, the configuration of the parameters of these systems can become complex, increasing their cost. The fusion may also be inconvenient to the user, since it can increase the overall authentication time.

Another alternative is to use soft biometrics [38]. Different from classical biometrics, soft biometrics [38] can improve biometric system performance by using characteristics that, even not being unique nor permanent to distinguish two individuals, can support the recognition decision. Examples are gender, age, ethnicity, skin or hair color. Soft biometrics have been successfully applied to different biometric modalities, like face recognition [18] and keystroke dynamics [35].

Despite the performance increase obtained by these alternatives, they are still subject to template aging. For example, in a multi-modal system using fingerprint and face recognition, when biometric features for both biometric modalities change, the recognition performance can degrade over time.

Deep learning, a trending topic nowadays, has been successfully applied to several biometric modalities [109]. One popular approach to using deep learning in biometrics is to employ a trained neural network as an encoder [103]. However, even though deep learning-based systems have obtained promising results, adaptation is still required. Indeed, after accumulating a certain amount of changes, any classifier would lose recognition performance. For instance, when the appearance of the biometric trait changes due to aging, the biometric reference encoded by the feature vector will no longer become representative of the identity. It is even more critical for behavioral modalities, which are subject to a higher degree of changes over time than physical modalities [30]. In short, adaptation is still needed to compensate for a myriad of unexpected or abrupt changes which may not be accounted for or represented in the enrollment set.

### 2.3 Fundamental issues behind adaptive biometric systems

In view of the changes in the biometric features previously discussed, there is a need for biometric systems able to adapt biometric references over time. These systems are known as adaptive biometric systems. In order to automatically adapt the biometric reference, an adaptive biometric system can use its database of biometric references ($R$) and the unlabeled query samples collected over the use of the system. Some previous studies considered the availability of additional data to support
adaptation, such as session period [57] or true labels of the queries [112]. However, these additional data may not be available in a practical application, as discussed in Section 4.

Since an adaptive biometric system uses labeled data (i.e., enrollment samples) and unlabeled data (i.e., collected query samples), it can be seen as an instance of semi-supervised learning [14, 118]. In fact, implementations of adaptation strategies, like Self-update [98] and Co-update [97], are directly based on semi-supervised approaches: Self-training and Co-training [14, 118], respectively. These approaches can update the biometric reference by adding potentially novel patterns that can represent the genuine user (they are discussed in Section 3). Another application of adaptive biometric systems is to improve the biometric reference when there is a limited amount of training samples [116].

However, a key point has to be considered: adaptive biometric systems not only add patterns, but they can also discard outdated patterns from the biometric reference. It means that, due to changes over time, enrollment samples previously regarded as genuine samples may not represent the genuine user anymore. In this sense, adaptive biometric systems may differ from several semi-supervised learning applications, where the patterns corresponding to labeled data usually remain unchanged over time. In biometric systems, labeled data correspond to the enrollment samples. Due to variations in the biometric features over time, these labeled samples may no longer accurately represent the genuine user.

Within the machine learning community, this phenomenon can be related to concept drift observed in streaming data [120]. The term concept drift is often used to indicate changes in the profile of the data distribution. Indeed, some studies have considered the sequence of queries as a pool [31] or as a biometric data stream [62, 70].

### 2.3.1 Some insights on why adaptive biometric systems work.

Some assumptions from semi-supervised learning are expected to remain valid for adaptive biometric systems, such as the smoothness and the cluster assumptions [14]. If two samples are close and can be placed on the same cluster, they are likely to have the same label.

In semi-supervised learning, the use of unlabeled data has been a subject of criticism. Indeed, the performance can degrade if these data are used in generative models [14, 15]. It is important to highlight, however, that other approaches may need additional studies to confirm that they suffer from the same performance degradation observed in generative models, as discussed in [15].

Although those studies were mainly targeted on generative models in semi-supervised learning, a related question could be raised for adaptive biometric systems: why should adaptation work on biometric systems? Usually, only queries with a certain level of similarity are used to adapt biometric references; this implies that gradual changes can be captured, something that can be expected from most changes related to time or aging. Researches on adaptive biometric systems have mainly focused on this kind of adaptation.

Abrupt changes, on the other hand, are hard to be identified and, usually, will not be captured by most adaptive biometric systems. An abrupt change could happen if, for instance, the user accidentally injures one of their fingers: a fingerprint recognition system might fail to recognize this user later. Another possible source of abrupt changes could be different acquisition conditions, such as those listed in Section 2.2. This topic requires further work and is listed as an open challenge in Section 5.

Let’s illustrate these gradual changes and how a biometric system can handle it with some keystroke dynamics data. In keystroke dynamics, individuals are recognized by their typing rhythm. This biometric modality is subject to a high rate of changes over time and it disposes of several publicly available data captured over time (see Section 4.1). Related conclusions can also be obtained from other modalities, such as the changes in face recognition [90]. Figure 1 presents a summary of...
the raw biometric data of three individuals from the CMU keystroke dataset [43]. Each row of these plots shows a sequence of line charts for a different user and each of them displays a summary of the keystroke data acquired at a specific acquisition session; thus, each sequence illustrates how keystroke data changes over the sessions. By looking at these three individuals, we observe that biometric data can change in different ways; A and B were subject to a higher degree of changes over time than C.

Figure 2, based on the idea of [62, 67], illustrates the impact of adaptation over time for three individuals. The maximum correlation between each genuine sample and the biometric reference is shown for different biometric systems. The black data shows correlations for a biometric system without adaptation (no adaptation) whereas the blue and the yellow data shows the correlations for two different adaptive biometric systems (Growing and Sliding). The correlation can decrease for a non-adaptive biometric system, while the adaptive biometric systems managed to keep it at a higher value over time. Individual C shows almost no changes over time, suggesting that adaptation may not be required for that user. The use of adaptation has not strongly impacted the recognition performance for this individual. A higher correlation over time means that the genuine biometric data has not drifted away from the user reference. Adaptive strategies can keep this correlation at a higher rate over time, mitigating the impact of changes in the biometric features.
In practical applications, gradual variations of the biometric features are expected to be more common than abrupt changes. Based on this assumption, adaptive biometric systems could handle most of the cases and avoid or delay the need for re-enrollment of the users.

2.3.2 Situations that can arise from adaptive biometric systems. Adapting biometric references from unlabeled queries is a challenging task: an adaptive biometric system has to maintain the biometric reference updated, while avoiding the inclusion of impostor patterns in the genuine reference. This section discusses some key situations and contributes to highlight the main challenges of adaptive biometric systems.

In the enrollment process, which is standard for any biometric system, the biometric reference is computed, as shown in Equation (1). The ability of the biometric reference to properly model the genuine user depends on (i) the quality and (ii) the representativeness of the enrollment samples as well as on (iii) the overall performance of the recognition algorithm. Different cases are expected:

- The biometric reference no longer represents the subject’s biometric trait. This may be due to a limited amount of enrollment samples. Adaptation can address this issue by updating the biometric reference. This is a case where adaptation is not used to deal with changes over time. It is important to note, however, that it may be hard to automatically update the reference if the owner is systematically rejected.
- The biometric reference properly represents the subject’s biometric trait and there is no variability. There is no need for adaptation in this case.
- The biometric reference properly represents the subject’s biometric trait and there is variability over time. Some papers have shown that the biometric features may change in different ways, depending on the user [67, 72]. The use of an adaptation mechanism is likely to improve the biometric reference, avoiding performance degradation over time.

After the enrollment, another standard process is the test/recognition, which is the verification of the identity of the claimant by comparing the provided query to a biometric reference, as shown in Equation (2). If the provided query appears significantly different from the biometric reference, the claimant is rejected. This process has a key role in an adaptive biometric system, since queries that can be used for adaptation are received during the test/recognition phase. Four cases are expected:

- Genuine claimant was rejected. The biometric reference does not properly model its owner and updating the biometric reference could avoid further false non-matches. However, since the user was rejected, it is very unlikely that the query will be selected for adaptation. This particular case may occur due to abrupt changes.
- Genuine claimant was accepted. Although the biometric reference properly models its owner, updating the biometric reference with the new query may add new patterns resulting from a gradual change. There is a high probability that this query is selected for adaptation.
- Impostor claimant was rejected. The biometric reference correctly detected an impostor. If the adaptive biometric system is also able to model the impostors, it can use the current query for that [63].
- Impostor claimant was accepted. This is one of the hardest cases to handle. It is likely that the query will be used for adaptation, reinforcing the error. It is similar to a problem that affects Self-training [118]. In fact, this represents an important challenge in adaptive biometric systems, as described in Section 5.

Different approaches have been employed to mitigate the previous problems, such as the use of multi-gallery adaptation mechanisms (Section 3.5.3). Another approach is to maintain two separate models, namely a genuine and an impostor model [63].
Table 1. Recurrent terminology adopted throughout the paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{J}$</td>
<td>Set of user indexes registered in the biometric system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$j \in \mathcal{J}$</td>
<td>A registered user index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ref_j$</td>
<td>Biometric reference of a user $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{R} = {ref_j \mid j \in \mathcal{J}}$</td>
<td>The set of stored biometric references (biometric database)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>A biometric query sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{label}^p$</td>
<td>Predicted label for the biometric query: genuine or imposter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{\text{verify}}$</td>
<td>Set of parameters for the test/recognition process (verification mode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{\text{identify}}$</td>
<td>Set of parameters for the test/recognition process (identification mode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{A}$</td>
<td>Set of samples for the adaptation process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{\text{adapt}}$</td>
<td>Set of parameters for the adaptation process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, the implementation of the adaptation process also plays a key role. Apart from the issues mentioned in this section, the adaptation mechanism also impacts the quality of the updated biometric reference. As discussed throughout Section 3, some adaptation mechanisms only add new patterns, while others can also discard outdated patterns. Since the users may naturally change their biometric features in different ways, there is no common best choice. Indeed, as suggested in [62], the optimal adaptation strategy may differ from one user to another.

All in all, the updated reference is expected to better represent the genuine user. As a result, the user is less often rejected and impostors are less often accepted. Conversely, in the worst case, the updated reference drifts from its owner and better represents the rest of the world: the genuine user is more often rejected and the impostors are more often accepted. Since the adaptation is usually unsupervised, it is hard to guarantee that the system perform no worse than before. Monitoring the error rates over time could be an option [106], although it may not be feasible in several scenarios. An alternative is to use active learning [1], where the biometric system would select some queries to be manually labeled, which is applicable to some scenarios.

2.4 Adaptive biometric systems

After the discussion of fundamental issues behind adaptive biometric systems, this section presents a proposal to formally define an adaptive biometric system. In short, it can be understood as a standard biometric system with an additional phase: the adaptation process.

In the adaptation phase, the adapt process, as specified in Equation (4), adapts the biometric reference $ref_j(t)$ using a set of biometric samples for adaptation $\mathcal{A}$ given a set of adaptation parameters $\theta_{\text{adapt}}^j$. The output of the adaptation process is the adapted biometric reference $ref_j(t+1)$:

$$ref_j(t+1) \leftarrow \text{adapt}(ref_j(t), \mathcal{A} \mid \theta_{\text{adapt}}^j) \quad (4)$$

The set of samples used for adaptation, $\mathcal{A}$, is collected during the system operation. Usually, it only contains samples classified as genuine by the test/recognition process. As discussed later, some studies only include samples classified as genuine with high confidence in this set [24, 98]. For such, an additional adaptation threshold, that is more stringent than the decision threshold, can be used. In this case, the adaptation threshold would be an element in the set of parameters for adaptation $\theta_{\text{adapt}}^j$. Depending on the adaptation strategy, there may be different parameters, as discussed in the next sections of this paper.
Many adaptation strategies consider that the biometric reference \( r_{bfj} \) is composed of several biometric samples/templates (Section 3.1). This set of samples/templates is sometimes referred to as a gallery \([6, 29, 57, 86]\). In line with this concept, adaptation can be defined as the addition and removal of samples/templates from a gallery.

The adaptation process can be performed either online or offline \([77]\) (Section 3.4). In the online adaptation, the process is executed after each query sample is recognized by the biometric system. Basically, the adaptation process is triggered every time the test/recognition is performed. In the offline adaptation, however, instead of triggering the adaptation process after each query recognition, the system waits to store a batch of biometric samples in the set \( A \) before adapting the biometric reference.

In this paper, the behavior of adaptation is determined by the adaptation strategy, which relies on an adaptation criterion (Section 3.2) and on an adaptation mechanism (Section 3.5). In this line, an adaptive biometric system is composed of a classification algorithm and an adaptation strategy. Table 1 presents recurrent terminology adopted throughout the paper.

This survey focuses on adaptive biometric systems, which are able to automatically adapt the biometric reference over time. They are sometimes referred to as template update in the literature. Next sections focus on adaptation strategies, evaluation methodology and future work opportunities for adaptive biometric systems.

### 3 STRATEGIES TO ADAPT THE BIOMETRIC REFERENCE

A number of adaptation strategies have been proposed in the literature. To the best of our knowledge, this survey presents the most comprehensive and up-to-date collection of adaptation strategies. No previous review \([16, 77, 78, 105]\) in the field of adaptive biometric systems have provided such an extensive and complete overview of the field. This section presents adaptation strategies found in the literature based on five distinctive aspects, as shown in the taxonomy in Figure 3:

- **Reference modeling.** How the biometric reference is modeled.
- **Adaptation criterion.** The criterion chosen to trigger the adaptation mechanism.
- **Adaptation mode.** The method employed to assign labels: supervised or semi-supervised.
- **Adaptation periodicity.** The periodicity in which the adaptation process is applied: online or offline.
- **Adaptation mechanism.** How adaptation is performed (when the adaptation criterion is satisfied).

These five aspects are further divided into additional categories, composing the complete taxonomy. Previous reviews have presented some taxonomies \([77, 84]\). However, they are not as extensive and up-to-date as the proposal in this paper. Moreover, those taxonomies have not adopted a modular view of the adaptation strategies as proposed in this paper. To this end, a generic work-flow of a biometric adaptation process is shown in Figure 4. Next subsections present previous work within the proposed taxonomy.

#### 3.1 Reference Modeling

Biometric reference modeling strategies can impact how to adapt/update it over time. For instance, a speech signal can be represented as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features, whose density is modeled using a Gaussian Mixture Model. Thus, the resulting reference is a statistical model \([94]\) storing the biometric features. Another example is when the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) \([8]\) algorithm is used by a biometric system. In this case, its reference is a set of samples. A related concept is adopted when the biometric reference consists in a set of detectors \([67]\). Each type of reference modeling may need distinct adaptation mechanisms. Overall, three main categories of biometric references can be found in previous studies on adaptive biometric systems:
Fig. 3. Proposed taxonomy of adaptive strategies based on five distinctive aspects: reference modeling, adaptation criterion, adaptation mode, adaptation periodicity and adaptation mechanism. Each aspect is numbered and refers to the respective section in the paper.

- **References containing a single sample/template.** The biometric reference [32] can be a single good quality capture acquired at the enrollment phase. Although this category has been used for physical modalities, it may not be reliable for behavioral biometrics where a single sample is unlikely to capture enough variability usually present in behavioral modalities. Nevertheless, some recent papers on keystroke dynamics have shown adaptation using a single sample during the enrollment phase [54–56].

- **References built from several samples/templates.** Several samples are acquired during the enrollment phase and stored in a gallery. In some studies, each sample is known as a detector [67]. Using galleries in adaptive biometric systems is a very common approach as shown in the next sections.

- **Set of references.** Several references per user are organized to represent different aspects of the biometric data [46]. Other examples are the biometric references used in [29] and [63], which contain two sub-references to support recognition and adaptation.

### 3.2 Adaptation Criterion

The adaptation criterion determines if adaptation should be performed or not. Several criteria have been proposed in the literature:

- **Call for an oracle.** The decision to use a query for adaptation is taken by an oracle. It can be, for instance, a human operator [108, 112].

- **Query acceptance.** Each accepted query is used to adapt the reference [41, 113].

- **Double threshold.** An *adaptation threshold* is adopted in addition to the *decision threshold* already used for the recognition process. Query samples that meet the *adaptation threshold* are used for...
adaptation. As the adaptation threshold is usually more stringent than the decision threshold [80], only highly confident queries are used for adaptation.

- **Adaptive thresholds.** The adaptive thresholds method [57] extends the double threshold one by updating both decision and adaptation thresholds over time, allowing them to follow the intra-class variation of user characteristics over time.

- **Quality index.** The quality index of the query can be a criterion to decide whether a given query should be used for adaptation [60, 73].

- **Condition-sensitive.** Adaptation is performed if conditions not present in the biometric reference are observed during operation, such as a different pose or illumination [61], or, for example, to detect new materials in a liveness detector [93].

- **Prediction of score deviation.** This criterion analyses the scores of the biometric system to estimate when the biometric reference should be adapted [12].

- **Distribution of temporal errors.** In an operational scenario, false non-matches can bring useful information to the system [106]. For example, a continuous sequence of false non-matches could mean that the biometric reference has aged and, consequently, it should be updated.

- **Mixed criteria.** It is used under a multi-modal biometric system. For example, if the system uses a modality with high intra-class variability and another modality less affected by intra-class variations [97], adaptation can be performed if the number of non-matches by the first modality reaches a given threshold, while the second modality accepts the user. It can also occur at the feature level [42] by using invariant features to confirm the adaptation of the variant features.

- **Enhanced template update (ETU).** A system can be designed to model an individual with two sub-references: a genuine reference, which models the biometric features of the target individual, and an impostor reference, which models the features of everyone else. The genuine reference is adapted using queries accepted as genuine, while the impostor reference is adapted using the rejected query samples. These sub-references can be used in different ways to support verification and adaptation [63].

- **Usage of detectors/samples.** It relies on the concept of checking the usage of detectors (i.e. biometric samples) from the biometric reference for matching to discard unused detectors over time. Some variations were proposed [65–67]. In Usage Control/Usage Control R/Usage Control 2 (see Section 3.5), adaptation occurs if some detectors have not been recently used. Usage Control S additionally checks whether at least two detectors match the input query.

- **Score normalization.** As discussed in Section 2.1, some systems output a score from the comparison between a query sample and a biometric reference. Based on this score, a threshold is applied to both output the label (genuine or impostor) and to decide whether adaptation should occur. Score normalization [76] refines the output score and, consequently, allows a better choice of thresholds. A preliminary study on the use of score normalization for supervised adaptation to handle different

Fig. 4. Generic work-flow diagram of a biometric adaptation process, where the biometric reference $ref_j$ of user $j$ can be updated by the adaptation strategy.
acquisition conditions is shown [73]. Later, the use of score normalization in adaptive biometric systems was further studied in [70], considering a biometric data stream context.

The first criterion requires an oracle to tell when adaptation should be performed [108] and it is not always feasible. Query acceptance is a simple criterion that avoids this problem [41]. However, it is prone to allow the inclusion of wrongly classified query samples into the genuine biometric reference. An alternative to deal with this problem is the double threshold [80], which uses an additional threshold for adaptation. Nevertheless, the double threshold criterion usually just captures little variability, since only query samples with a high probability of belonging to the genuine user trigger the adaptation process. Although these methods can decrease the risk of wrongly including impostor samples in the genuine biometric reference, the expected performance gain due to the adaptation strategy is likely to be limited. Adaptive thresholds [57] can be considered an improvement over the double threshold as it adapts the thresholds over time [54–57]. Quality-index may also be used to only add high-quality data to the biometric reference [60, 73].

The condition-sensitive criterion provides a way to avoid including redundant information into the biometric reference. This is because it only adds new samples if novel conditions are identified during the operation of the biometric system [61].

It can also be possible to predict when adaptation should be performed by checking the score deviation [12]. However, the prediction may not be accurate if the biometric features from the users start to change in a different way over time. The distribution of errors over time may also indicate the need to adapt the biometric reference [106]. Nevertheless, it assumes that false non-matches can be reliably measured during system operation. For example, in border control, customers who have a refused entry would have to go to a separate queue for manual identity verification. Therefore, closely monitoring the error over time constitutes a viable criterion for adaptation.

Using multiple sources to support the adaptation criterion is observed in the mixed criteria [97] and the enhanced template update [63]. The former work uses multiple biometric modalities in a multi-modal system, while the latter stores a genuine and an impostor model to support the decision to whether or not perform adaptation.

The usage of detectors for matching can also provide information to decide whether adaptation should be started. Various ways of using this information have been proposed [65–67].

Score normalization is an alternative to refine the output score in adaptive biometric systems [73, 76]. As a result, a better threshold choice can be done, improving the performance of the adaptation criterion. Previous work has applied score normalization to several adaptation strategies in a biometric data stream context [70]. Applying score normalization requires additional data, either a development or a cohort database depending on the normalization procedure.

As discussed in this section, there are several criteria that can be adopted to decide whether adaptation should be performed or not. They rely on different aspects, such as score, quality, errors and usage. However, they are still prone to adversarial attacks, which could introduce impostor patterns into the genuine biometric reference [6, 7]. This a topic not deeply explored in the literature which is further discussed in Section 5. To summarize the discussion so far on adaptation criteria, Table 2 highlights their advantages and drawbacks.

3.3 Adaptation mode

Query samples are usually unlabeled. However, in some cases, true labels could be received some time after the biometric system has classified them, similarly to data stream mining applications [120]. When query samples are unlabeled, semi-supervised adaptation is performed. Conversely, when they are labeled, supervised adaptation techniques can be used. This section
Table 2. Comparison of adaptation criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call for an oracle [108]</td>
<td>- The method is secure;</td>
<td>- It is manual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Uses only close genuine biometric samples from the biometric reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query acceptance [113]</td>
<td>- The method is simple and allows automatic adaptation.</td>
<td>- Can include characteristics of wrongly accepted impostors in the genuine biometric reference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Can use only close genuine biometric samples from the biometric reference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double threshold [80]</td>
<td>- Can reduce the inclusion of impostors samples in the biometric reference by an additional (more stringent) adaptation threshold.</td>
<td>- It is only able to capture little variability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive thresholds [57]</td>
<td>- User-specific adaptation of the thresholds over time.</td>
<td>- The initial thresholds must be well chosen to obtain good performances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Index [60, 73]</td>
<td>- Avoids the use of low quality samples in the adaptation;</td>
<td>- Need to define the quality index, which can be modality dependent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition-sensitive [61, 93]</td>
<td>- Excludes redundant information and can potentially reduce the size of the reference, saving computer resources.</td>
<td>- Sensitive to the initial samples in the reference as well as the updating threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction of score deviation [12]</td>
<td>- Prediction of the moment to update the biometric reference.</td>
<td>- If the pattern in which the biometric features change over time, the prediction may not be accurate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of temporal errors [106]</td>
<td>- Monitors the actual error to mitigate it.</td>
<td>- Requires a way to measure false non-matches over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed criteria [97]</td>
<td>- Uses additional information from multiple biometric modalities.</td>
<td>- Requires more than one biometric modality, increasing costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced template update [63]</td>
<td>- Combines a genuine and an impostor gallery to support both test and adaptation.</td>
<td>- Classification errors may poison both galleries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage of detectors/samples [65–67]</td>
<td>- Keeps the biometric reference updated by the patterns most frequently and recently present in the queries.</td>
<td>- May remove true user patterns from the biometric reference if they are not frequently present in the queries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score normalization [70, 73]</td>
<td>- Refines the output score for a better threshold choice.</td>
<td>- Requires additional data to normalize scores (a development or a cohort database depending on the normalization procedure).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

briefly describes them as two adaptation modes for adaptive biometric systems: supervised and semi-supervised adaptation.

- **Supervised adaptation.** It is usually easier than semi-supervised adaptation since it uses true labels of the query samples for adaptation. These labels are provided by an oracle, also known as an operator in this context. It has been extensively studied in the literature [20, 21, 25, 111]. The samples can be obtained in different ways. For example, several enrollment sessions can be applied to each user [111]. The newly acquired samples at each enrollment session are labeled and can be used to adapt the biometric reference. Of course, this approach can be time-consuming and expensive as it requires individuals to participate in several enrollment sessions. Moreover, an operator must supervise these enrollments to avoid errors. Another method to obtain labels for supervised adaptation is by manually labeling the captured data when the authentication system is in use, e.g., in an operator-assisted face recognition system [108]. However, this approach is not applicable to many contexts of application, especially when the operator or supervisor is not available.

- **Semi-supervised adaptation.** It is a more realistic scenario [40, 57, 63, 75, 100], where the labels are provided by the biometric system automatically. Note that, in this case, however, the obtained labels can be wrong. It is semi-supervised as the system has the labeled samples from the initial
enrollment and the unlabeled query samples. The concept is to automatically label the query samples in order to use them during the adaptation process. There are two main ways to perform it: self-training [89] or co-training [10]. Self-training is related to mono-modal authentication systems and uses samples classified by the same classifier to retrain it, while co-training is related to multi-modal authentication systems and consists of using the knowledge of one modality to support labeling the other one.

To summarize, semi-supervised methods automatically provide labels to the collected queries thanks to the classifiers, whereas supervised ones rely on an oracle. The main drawback with semi-supervised adaptation is that the predicted labels can be wrong in case of recognition errors. Semi-supervised adaptation is most often studied as it is a more realistic, although complex, scenario.

### 3.4 Adaptation periodicity

The adaptation process does not have to be performed each time a query satisfies an adaptation criterion. There are two main settings, as illustrated in Figure 5:

- **Offline/delayed adaptation.** Queries are collected and stored in a buffer before processing them in a batch procedure. It is a common approach in the literature, however, the choice of the adaptation frequency remains an open issue. Which is the best strategy to adopt: waiting until enough samples have been collected or waiting for the expiration of a specific delay? As discussed later in Section 4, the periodicity has been determined by the dataset division of sessions in previous studies. However, it is still an open question in practical application scenarios.

- **Online/real-time adaptation.** This setting systematically performs adaptation after the decision criterion is met (often taken after the acceptance of the query [25, 66]). As the process is iteratively done, query per query, it mainly fits the semi-supervised adaptation mode, where the adaptation system uses the label computed by the verification method on the selected query.

Offline adaptation has the advantage of a minimum performance impact during the recognition process, since no adaptation is done while the system is operating. The adaptation process can then be triggered when the system is not in use. Online adaptation, however, adds more processing time during the recognition process, as both recognition and adaptation processes are performed jointly. Nevertheless, it must also be noted that the online adaptation does not need to store a buffer, hence, it consumes less memory than the offline setting.

The adaptation periodicity can also affect the choice of the adaptation mechanism. Some mechanisms were designed for offline adaptation, such as Graph min-cut (see Section 3.5) that needs a buffer of queries to build a graph, as part of its adaptation process.
3.5 Adaptation mechanism

As previously discussed, an adaptation strategy is composed of various modules. The adaptation mechanism is the one that finally adapts the biometric reference. All adaptation mechanisms presented in this section are suitable for references that are composed by a set of templates/samples, sometimes named as a gallery [6, 29, 57, 86]. Overall, the adaptation mechanism basically adds and/or removes samples/templates from a gallery. The biometric reference is re-computed upon gallery modification. Four main categories of adaptation mechanisms exist:

- **Additive mechanisms** receive a set of samples and add all (or some) of them to the gallery;
- **Replacement mechanisms** receive a set of samples and add all (or some) of them to the gallery, but they also remove some samples from it;
- **Multi-gallery mechanisms** manage two (or more) galleries and they can also apply distinct adaptation mechanisms to each gallery;
- **Selection mechanisms** select the most important samples in a gallery to keep, avoiding the gallery to indefinitely increase its size over time.

The above adaptation mechanisms are presented in the next sub-sections, along with a discussion of their advantages and drawbacks.

3.5.1 Additive mechanisms. An additive mechanism is based on the concept of progressively adding new patterns to the biometric reference. This mechanism can encode a higher variability of the user data, which can consequently avoid false non-match due to genuine intra-class variability. One of the first attempts in this direction was proposed by Uludag et al. [111]. The proposed mechanism, called augment-update, adds a set of new samples to the user gallery. Their experiments assumed that this new set of samples was genuine. Subsequent works on the additive mechanism used the predicted labels instead of the true labels for adaptation. Some of them are described next.

- **Self-Update** (Procedure 1 of the supplementary material). As described in [90], it is an implementation of self-training [89] for adaptive biometric systems [98]. It has been extensively studied in the literature [2, 24, 27, 80, 96, 98]. The general concept is to add query samples classified as genuine to the gallery. Usually, only those samples that meet a genuine similarity score above a given adaptation threshold are added to the gallery. Hence, Self-Update is commonly implemented together with double threshold, as described in Section 3.2.

  Another related adaptation mechanism is the Growing window [41]. Growing window works similarly to Self-Update, however, it does not use the additional adaptation threshold. It can also be understood that it assumes that both decision and adaptation thresholds are the same. As a result, all queries classified as genuine are added to the gallery.

  Concerning the adaptation periodicity, in the literature, Self-Update is frequently applied in a scenario adopting offline adaptation, where a batch of queries is received for adaptation from time to time. Conversely, Growing window is usually applied in online scenarios, where the adaptation process is executed after each query is processed.

- **Graph min-cut for template update** (Procedure 4 of the supplementary material). It is an adaptation mechanism proposed by [86, 90], which uses the max-flow/graph min-cut algorithm [9]. This adaptation mechanism receives a batch of query samples and joins them to the current gallery of the user. Based on this data, a graph is generated, where each node represents a sample and each weighted link is a similarity score between samples. The graph-min cut divides the graph into two parts: source (genuine samples) and sink (impostor samples). The source represents the new gallery. The way that graph is generated implies that no sample in the initial gallery is removed during adaptation (all samples from the gallery are assigned infinite weight to the source/genuine node), justifying the categorization as an additive mechanism.
Table 3. Comparison of additive mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-Update [98]</td>
<td>- Simple to implement.</td>
<td>- The adaptation threshold can be difficult to define: low values may imply in several impostor samples included in the gallery, while high values can prevent proper adaptation to genuine data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph min-cut for template update [86, 90]</td>
<td>- Able to capture higher intra-class variability than Self-Update.</td>
<td>- The computations can become intensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation using Harmonic function [85]</td>
<td>- Obtain good performance even with few labeled samples.</td>
<td>- The computations can become intensive.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Adaptation using harmonic function.** A work from [85] proposes an adaptation mechanism using harmonic functions, which makes use of probabilistic semi-supervised learning introduced in [119]. Similar to the previous adaptation mechanism based on graph min-cut, this adaptation mechanism also receives a batch of query samples and joins them to the current gallery of the user. The joined set of samples is used to compute an adjacency matrix, which is then applied to obtain a harmonic function for the set of query samples. The obtained harmonic function is employed to determine which queries are added to the gallery.

Self-update refers to a category of adaptation mechanisms that uses only one classifier [90, 98]. It is vulnerable to the mistaken introduction of impostor samples in the gallery. Although this problem is faced by most adaptation mechanisms, its impact is worst in the case of additive ones, since the gallery keeps growing and no sample is removed. Of course, this could be avoided using a very high *adaptation threshold*. Nevertheless, this also means that only those genuine queries very close to the current reference would be accepted for adaptation. Since they are already close to the reference, they could not bring enough new information and larger changes would not be captured. This illustrates that the configuration of the adaptation threshold deeply impacts the performance of the adaptation mechanism. Considering the graph-based mechanism, its authors claim they can capture larger intra-class variabilities than Self-Update [90]. However, this mechanism as well as the one based on harmonic function [85] needs more computer resources than Self-Update, and the computations can become intensive, particularly if the gallery and the set of queries are large.

Additive mechanisms have the drawback of indefinitely increasing the size of the gallery, which could lead to problems in terms of memory usage. A possible way to mitigate it would be to use selection mechanisms described in Section 3.5.4 after the additive mechanism is executed. Table 3 summarizes the advantages and drawbacks discussed here.

3.5.2 Replacement mechanisms. Mechanisms of this family also add new samples to the gallery over time. However, they additionally can remove the samples to avoid the problem of indefinitely increasing the gallery size. Again, one of the first attempts following this concept is from Uludag *et al.* [111], which presented the *batch-update*. This mechanism receives a set of samples and uses it as the new gallery. Thus, the entire previous gallery is discarded. In their experiments, it was considered that the true label is provided for the new set of samples, which may not be a feasible assumption in practice. Several replacement mechanisms are presented in this section. All of them assume that the query or the set of query samples received as input are classified as genuine.

- **Sliding/Moving window** (Procedure 6 of the supplementary material). This mechanism was described in [41], though it can also be found under the name of First In First Out (FIFO) [20, 101]. It receives a set of query samples (the set can contain just one sample) and adds them to the gallery...
by removing the same number of oldest samples, thus keeping the gallery size constant over time. Double threshold criterion can be used with this mechanism. As a consequence, only samples that obtain similarity score above a given adaptation threshold will be added to the gallery. Another related adaptation mechanism is adopted in [32, 53, 55], which works similarly to growing window until the gallery reaches a maximum size, when it uses sliding window for the adaptation. This mechanism can be adjusted to the users categories according to Doddington’s Zoo classification by tuning specific parameters (reference size and thresholds) for each class of users [52].

- **Replacement based on MDIST and DEND.** Freni et al. [20] proposed replacement mechanisms based on the operating principle of MDIST and DEND clustering algorithms [111]. The general concept is to add a new query sample and remove another one from the gallery, thus keeping the same gallery size after the adaptation. For such, all possible gallery variations are evaluated (each time a different sample is removed). The scores among all samples are computed for each gallery variation. This process is also performed for the unmodified gallery. Then, the average score for each gallery is obtained. Based on this average score, the gallery is chosen according to one of the two strategies here: for MDIST, the gallery which has the maximum average score is chosen, whereas, for DEND, the chosen reference is the one corresponding to the minimum average score.

- **Least frequently used (LFU).** LFU was presented in [20, 101] and consists in adding the received query sample to the gallery and removing the least frequently used ones. It requires to maintain the number of times each sample is used to authenticate the user.

- **Least recently used (LRU).** LRU proposes to replace the least frequently used sample of the gallery by the new query sample [101]. A first method is to use a timestamp for each sample of the gallery, but it can be too expensive. The authors then suggest using the clock algorithm, a special case of the second-chance approach [101].

- **Extended replacement.** It computes a relevance attribute for each sample of the gallery based on its usage for matching and performs replacement based on it [101]. The sample with the lowest value for this relevance attribute is removed and the new query sample is added to the gallery.

- **Usage Control.** It is based on the concept of checking the usage of detectors (biometric samples) of the biometric reference for matching to perform adaptation. The more recently (and frequently) used detectors are kept in the biometric reference, while the remaining detectors are removed. Four versions are proposed: Usage Control, Usage Control R, Usage Control S and Usage Control 2 [65–67]. If the adaptation criterion for them is met, a detector (or a set of detectors) is removed from the biometric reference. In Usage Control/Usage Control R, the mechanism first selects those detectors less recently used. Among them, the least frequently used is removed. Usage Control S works similarly, but it has a more stringent adaptation criterion (at least two detectors should match the input query). Usage Control 2 can remove more than one detector since it removes all detectors not recently used. As an example, the algorithm for Usage Control/Usage Control R is given in Procedure 5 of the supplementary material.

- **Transfer learning-based.** In [13, 121], the authors presented adaptive mechanisms based on transfer learning [110] to update SVM classifiers. Given an SVM trained on the enrollment data, the adaptive mechanism is capable of adapting it using later acquired labeled samples. Note that these mechanisms do not use a gallery as the other ones presented here. However, as it replaces an older user model with a newer one (adapted using transfer learning), it is classified as a replacement mechanism in this paper.

As stated at the beginning of this section, a key advantage of a replacement mechanism is that it can avoid increasing the gallery indefinitely over time. The crux of maintaining the gallery size is that when a new sample is added to the gallery, another one has to be removed. This
section presented several ways to choose which samples are replaced. The simplest one is sliding window/FIFO [41, 101], which simply replaces the oldest sample(s). This mechanism assumes that the most recent samples are more representative, though it may not always be the case.

MDIST and DEND [20] can be computationally intensive if the gallery is large, since it requires to compute the scores among all samples for several gallery variations. Since MDIST keeps the gallery with the highest average score, the obtained gallery has less variability among the samples than the gallery obtained by DEND (which keeps the gallery with the lowest average score). The authors mention that MDIST is based on the idea of keeping samples that are similar to exploit common representative characteristics, while DEND is able to represent larger intra-class variability.

A technical report [101] presented three adaptation mechanisms that replace samples considering their usage, although none of them were experimentally evaluated. LFU replaces the most frequently used sample. If a sample is too frequently used for some time, it can be hard to be replaced later if it becomes unrepresentative of the current user data. Moreover, older samples tend to be more used, making the mechanism subject to replace newer samples over time, which may not be the most suitable choice. LRU then replaces the least frequently used, but it may be expensive to run the mechanism since it needs to know when each sample was used. Extended replacement then assigns a relevance attribute to each sample and replaces the ones with lowest values of this new attribute. Nevertheless, this mechanism is subject to a problem similar to LFU, since a frequently used sample which becomes unrepresentative will not be easily replaced.

Usage Control keeps only those detectors more frequently and recently used. It can overcome some of the issues of the previous algorithms based on usage of samples as discussed in [67]. For example, even if a detector/sample is used too many times and becomes unrepresentative, it could be quickly replaced if it is not used for a while. Hence, even if the frequency of usage of a detector/sample is the highest among all samples, it can be replaced if it has not been used recently. Usage Control 2 [66] implements another interesting proposal: a gallery of variable size. Some versions of Usage Control does not always replace a sample [67]. If it considers that the current biometric reference is representative, the replacement does not occur, as described in the criterion Usage of detectors/samples described in Section 3.2.

A recent work employed transfer learning to adapt SVM models [13]. The proposal obtained good results. However, the evaluation methodology described in these works mentions that the samples used for adaptation are labeled. Nevertheless, in a practical scenario, the true labels may not be available. It is still unclear whether it can obtain good performance if predicted (and not true) labels are used for adaptation. Table 4 summarizes the discussion of the replacement mechanisms.

3.5.3 Multi-gallery mechanisms. A multi-gallery mechanism manages two or more galleries/models to perform adaptation and can apply different adaptation mechanisms to each one. This can be interesting to combine the benefits of different adaptation mechanisms into a single one. Some implementations are presented next.

- **Double parallel** (Procedure 3 of the supplementary material). It consists of using two galleries, where one is adapted by Growing window and another is adapted by Sliding window [29]. The classification and adaptation then consider the average of the scores obtained by both galleries. An incremental version [66] allows using the growing window without the unlimited memory issue when using the classification algorithm of [47].

- **Co-Update** (Procedure 2 of the supplementary material). It is an implementation of the concepts from Co-training [10] to adaptive biometric systems [87, 97]. This paper considers the implementation described in [91]. Co-Update is applied to a multi-modality scenario using two galleries, each one for a different biometric modality (e.g., one for face and another for fingerprint). It assumes that two biometric samples (one for each modality) are provided for each query. If the classifier
Table 4. Comparison of replacement adaptation mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sliding window [41]</td>
<td>- Simple, just replaces the oldest samples considered less representative.</td>
<td>- Oldest samples may be more representative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDIST and DEND [20]</td>
<td>- MDIST can exploit common representative characteristics, while DEND is able to represent larger intra-class variability.</td>
<td>- Both can be computationally intensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least frequently used (LFU) [101]</td>
<td>- Replaces less frequently used patterns.</td>
<td>- May not replace a frequent used sample that becomes unrepresentative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least recently used (LRU) [101]</td>
<td>- Replaces less recently used patterns.</td>
<td>- May be expensive, since it requires to store when each sample is used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended replacement [101]</td>
<td>- Assigns a relevance attribute to each sample, which can be used to replace less representative samples.</td>
<td>- Problem similar to LFU, since it may not replace a frequently used sample that becomes unrepresentative.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage Control [65–67]</td>
<td>- Does not change the biometric reference if all patterns are being used, which could mean that the user characteristics have not changed.</td>
<td>- May not properly adapt the reference if all patterns were recently used and the user starts to change its characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer learning [13, 121]</td>
<td>- Can adapt SVM models without the need to retrain it.</td>
<td>- Uses labeled samples to adapt the SVM model.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

trained for modality A confidently classifies the corresponding query, the one from modality B is added to the corresponding gallery. The opposite also applies, if the classifier trained for modality B confidently classifies the query from its modality, the query for modality A is added to the gallery of modality A. Co-Update is similar to the cross-training mechanism presented in [74, 75]. Another application of Co-training to adaptive biometric systems was presented in [117], where a single modality was considered (face recognition). In their work, each of the two classifiers considered a different view of the face image.

Poh et al. [74] also discussed the application of Co-training to adaptive biometric systems. It was studied a system where there was one gallery for face recognition and another for speech recognition. Taking advantage of the availability of two modalities, logistic regression combined face and speech scores to obtain the final fused score which was then used to infer the samples for adaptation. The proposed strategy was named fusion-based co-training.

- **Enhanced template update (ETU).** Adaptation mechanisms are generally only interested in the queries classified as genuine. Recently, it was proposed to make use of all queries, including those classified as impostor [63]. In order to implement it, ETU manages two galleries: one for queries classified as genuine and another for queries classified as impostor. The ETU framework then employs both galleries to support classification and adaptation.

- **Ensembles.** El Gayar et al. [17] proposed to use several classifiers in an ensemble configuration to address the problem of having a limited amount of labeled enrollment samples. Another work which also applied ensembles for adaptive biometric systems is [68], where different adaptation mechanisms were combined in an ensemble. This work was later extended in [64], where a proposal to adapt the meta-classifier was presented.

One of the first multi-gallery mechanisms proposed in the literature, Co-Update [87, 91, 97], is applied to multi-modal systems. This adaptation mechanism can adapt the biometric reference to larger changes due to the use of two biometric modalities. For example, in case of an abrupt change in one biometric modality, while the other one does not change, the biometric system would be able to capture this large change and adapt the reference. Otherwise, an adaptation mechanism
Table 5. Comparison of multi-gallery adaptation mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-Update [87, 91, 97]</td>
<td>- Can adapt the reference even for large intra-class variation.</td>
<td>- Requires two biometric modalities working in parallel with aging patterns not correlated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double parallel [29]</td>
<td>- Can combine two adaptation strategies, one preserving initial patterns (Growing) and another maintaining only the latest patterns (Sliding).</td>
<td>- Can increase the amount of used memory indefinitely, although a solution for a specific classification algorithm has been presented in [66].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced template update [63]</td>
<td>- Manages a genuine and an impostor gallery, making use of all received queries to adapt them.</td>
<td>- Classification errors can result in unreliable information on both galleries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensembles [68]</td>
<td>- Increased classification reliability by the use of ensembles.</td>
<td>- Needs more processing time than a single classifier system due to the use of several of them in an ensemble configuration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that uses just one gallery would not be able to decide whether this abrupt change is an impostor attempt or not.

Later, Double parallel [29] was proposed. It manages two galleries for a single modality, each adapted by a different adaptation mechanism. One gallery uses Growing, thus preserving the initial user patterns, while the other gallery uses Sliding, thus maintaining only the most recently used patterns. As a result, Double parallel can combine the models obtained from both galleries to support classification and adaptation. Since Double Parallel uses Growing, one of its galleries can increase without any limit over time. In [66], the authors proposed an incremental solution to deal with this problem for the classification algorithm of [47].

Most adaptation mechanisms only consider galleries for genuine data and, consequently, they discard queries classified as impostor. Enhanced template update (ETU) [63], conversely, manages a genuine and an impostor gallery. Hence, all queries, even those classified as impostor, are used for adaptation. ETU then combines both galleries to support classification and adaptation.

Ensembles of classifiers have also been used in the literature of adaptive biometric systems [17, 64, 68]. Although the use of additional classifiers can result in higher use of computer resources, the robustness of the classification and adaptation can be increased. The fusion-based co-training proposed by Poh et al. [74] can be considered an example of this approach as well, where a classifier is associated with a biometric modality and both results are fused.

A summary of the discussion on multi-galley mechanisms is presented in Table 5.

3.5.4 Selection mechanisms. Selection mechanisms, also known as template selection [21], are used to select representative samples/templates for the user. These mechanisms can be used to reduce the size of the user gallery after adaptation [111]. Some implementations are presented next.

- Selection based on clustering [111]. It is based on the algorithms used for replacement discussed in Section 3.5.2. DEND applies a hierarchical clustering algorithm, which outputs a dendrogram on which a pre-defined number of clusters is identified. For each cluster, the medoid element (sample) is kept in the user gallery, while the other samples are discarded. The other mechanism, MDIST, sorts the samples by their average distance to all other samples. Those samples with the lowest average distance are kept in the user gallery, while the others are discarded. For both mechanisms, the number of samples to be kept needs to be defined. This number should be lower than the amount of samples in the gallery.
Table 6. Comparison of selection mechanisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selection based on clustering</td>
<td>- Can reduce the size of the gallery using clustering algorithms.</td>
<td>- Can be computationally intensive for large galleries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection based on editing</td>
<td>- Can reduce the size of the gallery using NN-based algorithms.</td>
<td>- When strong gallery size limitations are imposed, the output gallery can be negatively impacted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Can be computationally intensive for large galleries.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Selection based on editing. In [21], the authors proposed the use of algorithms based on the nearest neighbor algorithm to select the most representative samples for a user: Condensed NN (CNN) [33], Selective NN (SNN) [95], Reduced NN (RNN) [22] and Edited NN (ENN) [114]. Both methods, selection based on clustering [111] and based on editing [21], can be used to reduce the gallery size after adaptation. This can be particularly important for additive mechanisms, such as Self-Update [90, 98]. Freni et al. [21] compared both types of mechanisms and showed that editing mechanisms can obtain better performance than clustering mechanisms. A summary of this discussion is shown in Table 6.

4 EVALUATION OF ADAPTIVE BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS

The evaluation of adaptive biometric systems differs from the evaluation of standard non-adaptive biometric systems. First, it involves dealing with an additional process: the adaptation. Second, usually, the sequence of queries is chronologically ordered to assess the adaptation of the biometric reference over time. Third, this implies that the datasets used for such an evaluation are expected to contain several samples per user captured over time. This section discusses several aspects related to the evaluation of adaptive biometric systems, including datasets, metrics and methodologies.

4.1 Modalities and datasets

The availability of suitable datasets for the evaluation of adaptive biometric systems is limited. A possible reason is the intrinsic difficulty to acquire data for such kind of study as these datasets need to contain several samples per user. Ideally, they should be obtained at different acquisition sessions, either with distinct acquisition conditions or separated by a certain amount of time, to justify the use of an adaptive biometric system. Table 7 lists some datasets in the literature.

The analysis of the existing literature shows that the number of users and the time period/sessions significantly differ among the datasets. While it is generally true that a higher number of users and longer sessions can result in a more reliable estimate of performance, the variability in the nature and context of previous experiments means that it is extremely hard to compare different adaptation techniques. It also shows a higher number of datasets for physical biometric modalities, mainly for face and fingerprint. This fact may explain the higher number of studies for physical modalities in the field. Since the rate of change in physical biometric modalities is likely to be smaller than the behavioral ones, it is difficult to extrapolate the findings to these modalities.

4.2 Metrics

Most studies evaluate adaptive biometric systems with the same metrics as those used to evaluate standard, non-adaptive biometric systems. In this section, we shall first discuss the standard metrics and then highlight a few others that are more specific to the evaluation of adaptive biometric systems. These metrics can be applied to evaluate a biometric system in an experiment, for instance.
Table 7. Modalities and datasets used in the evaluation of adaptive biometric systems. For accelerometer biometrics datasets, the number of users and samples were obtained after the procedure described in [69].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modalities</th>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th># Users</th>
<th>Period/Sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keystroke dynamics</td>
<td>GREYC [26]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2 months (5 sessions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystroke dynamics</td>
<td>GREYC-Web [27]</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>more than 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystroke dynamics</td>
<td>CMU [43]</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>8 sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>AR Face Database [50]</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>14 days (2 sessions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>Dataset from [6]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2 sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face</td>
<td>BANCA 2D [3]</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12 sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face and fingerprint</td>
<td>DIEE multi-modal [49]</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1.5 years (10 sessions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint</td>
<td>FVC-2002 DB2 [48]</td>
<td>110 fingers</td>
<td>3 sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint</td>
<td>Dataset from [111]</td>
<td>50 fingers</td>
<td>aprox. 4 months (2 sessions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iris</td>
<td>Fenker [19]</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>aprox. 4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice</td>
<td>ELDASR [107]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20 samples per user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerometer biometrics</td>
<td>WISDM 1.1 [44]</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>180.55 samples per user (average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerometer biometrics</td>
<td>WISDM 2.0 [45]</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>213.34 samples per user (average)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular images</td>
<td>VISOB [83]</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>2 visits (2 sessions/visit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint</td>
<td>LiveDet2011 [115]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>6 materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monitoring the error rates could improve the recognition performance of a biometric system as discussed in [106]. However, controlling adaptation strategies by monitoring its performance over time is still an open issue.

4.2.1 Common metrics from biometrics. As mentioned earlier, several metrics used to assess the recognition performance of adaptive biometric systems are common to the evaluation of other biometric systems. They are detailed below [34, 74, 79]:

- **FNMR (False Non-match Rate)**: the rate of genuine attempts that were wrongly classified as impostor. The FNMR for a given user \( j \) in verification mode is computed as shown in Equation (5), where \( Q^G_j \) is the set of true genuine queries compared to the biometric reference of the genuine user \( j \). As seen in the equation, the \( \text{FNMR}_j \) depends on the parameters adopted for the verification \( \theta^\text{verify}_j \). In the case of an adaptive biometric system, the biometric reference \( re_{f_j} \) can change over time and, therefore, the \( \text{FNMR}_j \) also depends on the set of parameters for the adaptation process \( \theta^\text{adapt}_j \) and how the adaptation set \( \mathcal{A} \) is formed. In Equation (5), \( t \) is the time, therefore, the query \( q_t \) is matched against the biometric reference \( re_{f_j} \) at the time \( t \). In a non-adaptive biometric system, \( re_{f_j} \) is the same regardless of the time \( t \), since the biometric reference is not modified.

\[
\text{FNMR}_j(\theta^\text{verify}_j) = \frac{| \{ q_t \mid q_t \in Q^G_j \land \text{impostor} = \text{testVerify}(re_{f_j}, q_t \mid \theta^\text{verify}_j) \} |}{| Q^G_j |} \tag{5}
\]

In order to report the global FNMR, the average from all users can be computed, as shown in Equation (6). Another approach computes the metric considering the number of genuine queries from all users at the same time as shown in Equation (7). Note that when the number of genuine queries is different among the users (e.g., GREYC-Web dataset [27]), these two methods to compute the global FNMR can result in different values. The first one...
gives the same weight to each user (Equation (6)), while the second one gives more weight to those users which contain a higher number of genuine queries (Equation (7)).

\[
FNMR(\theta^{\text{verify}}) = \frac{\sum_{j \in J} FNMR_j(\theta_j^{\text{verify}})}{|J|} \tag{6}
\]

\[
FNMR(\theta^{\text{verify}}) = \frac{\sum_{j \in J} |\{q_t | q_t \in Q_j^G \land \text{impostor} = \text{testVerify}(\text{ref}_j, q_t | \theta_j^{\text{verify}})\}|}{\sum_{j \in J} |Q_j^G|} \tag{7}
\]

The FRR (False Rejection Rate) is a related metric that considers the FTA (Failure to Acquire Rate) (Equation (8)). FTA measures the rate in which a biometric system fails to obtain a biometric sample.

\[
FRR(\theta^{\text{verify}}) = FTA + FNMR(\theta^{\text{verify}}) \times (1 - FTA) \tag{8}
\]

• **FMR (False Match Rate)**: rate of impostor attempts that were wrongly classified as genuine. The FMR for a given user \(j\) in verification mode is computed as shown in Equation (9), where \(Q_j^f\) is the set of true impostor queries compared to the biometric reference of the genuine user \(j\). As seen in the equation, the \(FMR_j\) depends on the parameters adopted for the verification \(\theta_j^{\text{verify}}\). In the case of an adaptive biometric system, the biometric reference \(\text{ref}_j\) can change over time and, therefore, the \(FMR_j\) also depends on the set of parameters for the adaptation process \(\theta_j^{\text{adapt}}\) and how the adaptation set \(\mathcal{A}\) is formed. In Equation (9), \(t\) is the time, therefore, the query \(q_t\) is matched against the biometric reference \(\text{ref}_j\) at the time \(t\). In a non-adaptive biometric system, \(\text{ref}_j\) is the same regardless of the time \(t\), since the biometric reference is not modified.

\[
FMR_j(\theta_j^{\text{verify}}) = \frac{|\{q_t | q_t \in Q_j^f \land \text{genuine} = \text{testVerify}(\text{ref}_j, q_t | \theta_j^{\text{verify}})\}|}{|Q_j^f|} \tag{9}
\]

The global FMR, which measures the average FMR from all users, is shown in Equation (10). Another approach is to simply compute the metric considering the number of impostor queries from all users at the same time as shown in Equation (11). Note that when the number of impostor queries is different among the users, these two methods to compute the global FMR can result in different values. In some evaluation methodologies, the number of impostor queries is a function of the number of genuine queries [63]. In the first method, each user has the same weight (Equation (10)). In the second method, users which contain a higher number of impostor queries receive a higher weight (Equation (11)).

\[
\text{FMR}(\theta^{\text{verify}}) = \frac{\sum_{j \in J} FMR_j(\theta_j^{\text{verify}})}{|J|} \tag{10}
\]

\[
\text{FMR}(\theta^{\text{verify}}) = \frac{\sum_{j \in J} |\{q_t | q_t \in Q_j^f \land \text{genuine} = \text{testVerify}(\text{ref}_j, q_t | \theta_j^{\text{verify}})\}|}{\sum_{j \in J} |Q_j^f|} \tag{11}
\]
A related metric is FAR (False Acceptance Rate), which has almost the same definition of FMR, similarly to the case of FNMR/FRR. FAR also considers the FTA, as shown in Equation (12).

\[
\text{FAR}(\theta^{\text{verify}}) = \text{FMR}(\theta^{\text{verify}}) \times (1 - \text{FTA})
\]  

- HTER (Half Total Error) and balanced accuracy: HTER is defined by Equation (13) as the average between FNMR and FMR. This metric combines the results from both FNMR and FMR into a single value, making the performance evaluation simpler. This measure can also be defined using the balanced accuracy \( \text{BAcc} \) [51], defined in Equation (14).

\[
\text{HTER}(\theta^{\text{verify}}) = \frac{\text{FNMR}(\theta^{\text{verify}}) + \text{FMR}(\theta^{\text{verify}})}{2}
\]

\[
\text{BAcc}(\theta^{\text{verify}}) = 1 - \text{HTER}(\theta^{\text{verify}})
\]

- EER (Equal Error Rate): it is the value when FNMR is equal to FMR. This metric can be seen as a particular case of HTER, when \( \text{FMR} = \text{FNMR} \).

Several studies only report EER results, leading to some drawbacks, as mentioned in [4]. The use of this metric requires testing different parameter values (e.g., decision threshold) on the test data, until false match equals false non-match. This procedure to obtain the threshold may not be feasible in a practical scenario. Moreover, if this measure is computed over time, the parameter values that result in the EER may change over the sessions [24]. In view of these problems, a better approach to assess the recognition performance is to tune the parameters in the enrollment data and then apply the obtained parameters to the test data. A consequence of this procedure is that the EER cannot be computed, but, instead, the couple of FMR and FNMR for a given set of parameter values is reported.

These metrics can also be obtained over time. The study in [89] claims to be the first one in the area to compute results over time, instead of just reporting it globally. Later, a plot to report performance metrics over time in the context of a biometric data stream was proposed [63]. Overall, this plot extracts the metric by using a sliding window over the biometric data stream. The average values for all users at each window are plotted. In some datasets, the number of samples varies among the users and, therefore, the later parts of the plot would be the average of a lower number of users (the ones which contain the higher number of samples only). In order to deal with this problem, the plot also shows the interval based on the standard error of the mean (shaded area) as in Equation (15) (\( CI_i \): confidence interval), which makes use of \( SE \) (Standard Error) calculated in Equation (16). The notation \( \text{std}_i \) denotes the standard deviation among the values at window \( i \) and \( \text{users}_i \) denotes the number of users with available data at window \( i \). This interval provides additional data to support the discussion of the results.

\[
CI_i = \text{mean}(\text{measure})_i \pm 1.96 \times SE_i
\]

\[
SE_i = \frac{\text{std}_i}{\sqrt{\text{users}_i}}
\]

Figure 6 illustrates this plot, where the FNMR over time comparing non-adaptive and adaptive biometric systems is shown. Self-Detector and M2005 represent non-adaptive biometric systems. The versions on the right (Sliding, Growing, DB, IDB) represent the adaptive biometric systems over the same classification algorithm. Note that the adaptive biometric systems managed to reduce the FNMR, which is a good result. In addition, the standard deviation among the users is higher when adaptation is not applied in this dataset.
4.2.2 Metrics specific to adaptive biometric systems. In addition to the previous metrics, some metrics specific to adaptive biometric systems have been proposed. As shown in Section 3, most adaptation strategies only use queries classified as genuine from the set $\mathcal{A}$ to adapt the biometric reference (Equation (4)). Based on this concept, two metrics were proposed to assess the correct use of genuine samples by the adaptation strategy [29]:

- **IUSR (Impostor Update Selection Rate)**: rate of impostor samples involved in the adaptation process, as defined by Equation (17).

$$IUSR = \frac{\text{number of impostor samples involved in the adaptation process}}{\text{number of tested impostor samples}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

- **GUMR (Genuine Update Miss Rate)**: rate of genuine samples not involved in the adaptation process, as defined by Equation (18).

$$GUMR = \frac{\text{number of genuine samples not involved in the adaptation process}}{\text{number of tested genuine samples}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

4.3 Evaluation methodology

Unfortunately, there is no standard methodology to evaluate adaptive biometric systems in the literature [30]. Several methodologies that differ in several aspects have been adopted. This section discusses them.

4.3.1 Impostor samples in the adaptation process. Recent studies dealing with adaptation considered that the set of biometric samples for adaptation $\mathcal{A}$ (Equation (4)) was a set of samples without the true label. Thus, only labels obtained from the classification algorithm were available, so they were subject to wrong prediction from the classifier. This better simulates a practical scenario.
where true labels are usually not available. Consequently, the set \( \mathcal{A} \) may contain impostor samples resulted from misclassification.

However, early investigation on adaptive biometric systems did not consider the possibility of impostor attack during the adaptation. This is observed in [111], which employed a dataset with two sessions (100 samples per session). Each session was divided into two parts, one for training/enrollment and another for test. Hence, session 1 was divided into TRAIN1 and TEST1, while session 2 was divided into TRAIN2 and TEST2. In that work, the evaluation was performed as follows: TRAIN1 was used to obtain the initial biometric reference, which was later tested on samples from TEST1. Samples from other users were regarded as impostors during the test. Afterward, the biometric reference was adapted using TRAIN2. Later, the adapted biometric reference was tested on TEST2. Note that by doing this, it is assumed that a set of true genuine samples is provided for adaptation.

According to [77, 91], impostor attacks during the adaptation process were not considered in [97, 98]. Another study that did not consider impostor samples in the set \( \mathcal{A} \) is [41]. As mentioned in [24, 28], the experiments on [41] only employed true genuine samples for adaptation. In [41], each user was enrolled using 10 samples and, for test, there were 75 genuine samples plus 75 impostor samples. Although not entirely clear, the graphs from Figure 4 of that paper indicate that a separate set of genuine samples was used for adaptation.

4.3.2 Ratio of impostor samples. A related aspect is the ratio of impostor samples that can be part of the adaptation set \( \mathcal{A} \). A high ratio can result in several errors during the adaptation process. In [91], the adaptation set \( \mathcal{A} \) contained 10 genuine samples and 5 random impostor samples, so the ratio of impostors was 33.3%. Another study [29] adopted the ratio of 30% of impostor samples. It assumed a scenario where the genuine user was the most frequent user of the biometric system, which is a valid assumption in several cases.

Later, different ratios of impostor samples were investigated in [31] where the samples from the first session were used for enrollment. Then, the samples from the remaining sessions were used for test and adaptation using pools. A pool was defined as a sequence of query samples, containing both genuine and impostor. The ratio of impostors in the pools ranged from 30% to 80%. One pool was generated for each session in the dataset. By doing this, the performance metrics could be assessed over time, one for each session.

The same ratio of impostors of 30% was also adopted in [63, 66, 70]. However, in those studies, a distinct method was adopted to select the impostor samples. The evaluation methodology adopted there, named user cross-validation for biometric data streams, divided the list of user indexes using cross-validation, so \( k \) folds were obtained (each fold was a disjoint subset of the user indexes). One fold was regarded as the unregistered set of users and the remaining folds formed the registered set of users \( \mathcal{J} \). The experiments were executed for all \( k \) combinations of folds, so all users were considered once as an unregistered user. Among the 30% of impostor samples, there was a 50% probability of obtaining an impostor sample from the unregistered set (external attack simulation) and a 50% probability of obtaining a sample from another user \( i \neq j \) (internal attack simulation) as impostor.

4.3.3 Adaptation to time vs condition. Template aging is one of the main motivations for adapting a biometric reference. This is clear in keystroke dynamics in which the typing rhythm changes over time. However, the biometric reference may need adaptation to deal with different acquisition conditions too, which is not necessarily due to aging. For instance, in face recognition, if the enrollment uses samples of just one pose (e.g., frontal), the system would need to adapt the reference later to include variations in the pose of the same user.
The methodology described in the last section from [31] is one that mainly dealt with adaptation due to aging. This is because the first session was used for training and next ones were left for test and adaptation, following the chronological order.

Conversely, the experiments in [74] is an example of methodology which mainly dealt with adaptation to different conditions. That work used a dataset which contained data under three different conditions: controlled (sessions 1-4), degraded (sessions 5-8) and adverse (sessions 9-12) [3]. Session 1 was used for enrollment, then sessions 2 to 4 for test. Next, session 5 was used for adaptation and sessions 6 to 8 for test. Finally, session 9 was used for adaptation and sessions 10 to 12 for test. Impostor samples were included in the adaptation sets too.

Adaptive biometric systems can be used to adapt the biometric reference to changes either due to time or due to different capture conditions. Some studies on physical biometric modalities seem to mainly deal with changing conditions instead of changes uniquely due to time, which is the case of that study.

### 4.3.4 Poisoning attacks to adaptation.

Poisoning attacks in adaptive biometric systems consist in progressively introducing impostor samples in the adaptation process, in a way that the biometric reference is modified until it can better recognize an impostor. As a result, it may also not be able to recognize the actual genuine user anymore. These attacks are not simulated in most evaluation methodologies for adaptive biometric systems.

The work that claims to be the first to raise such an issue in the area is [6]. In order to evaluate this attack, the authors used a dataset for face recognition containing 60 samples per user. A random subset of 10 samples was used for the enrollment and another subset of 10 samples was used for parameter tuning. The remaining 40 samples were then used for the test. Then, a separate set of poisoning samples was used to adapt the biometric reference. Nevertheless, their work only considered that the biometric reference is adapted with impostor patterns from the generated poisoning set. This may not correspond to a practical scenario, since both genuine and impostor samples can be used for adaptation and, consequently, the negative effect of poisoning could be reduced.

### 4.3.5 Separate and joint sets for test/adaptation.

Most previous evaluation methodologies can be divided into two groups: separate sets or joint set for test and adaptation. A previous review in the area adopted this criterion to classify performance assessment approaches [78]. In the separate sets approach, the adaptation and test sets are disjoint and, consequently, samples used for adaptation are not part of the test. This approach assumes that the biometric system can stay a period only adapting the biometric references (without performing test/recognition). Later, the adapted biometric reference is fixed to perform recognition only. Some recent studies have also adopted the separate sets approach [6, 74]. However, this approach may not be the best choice in some cases since it does not make optimal usage of the available data. This is due to the non-overlapped adaptation and test sets. The optimal usage of the dataset is a critical issue in the area, particularly in view of the limited number of large datasets for studying adaptive biometric systems.

The joint sets for test and adaptation approach, on the other hand, share data for test and adaptation, so both sets are not disjoint. This approach also better represents a practical scenario, where the system, once deployed, has to perform the recognition of all query samples and use this data for adaptation. Hence, the system does not stop the recognition for a period of adaptation.

An important work in the area which proposed an evaluation methodology following the joint sets approach is [91]. A similar methodology was used in another work from the same authors in [90]. Their methodology was based on the DIEE dataset, which has several sessions per user, each containing 10 samples. The following steps are performed:
• Part A (enrollment): the first 2 samples of the first session \( t = 1 \) are used for enrollment.
• Part B (adaptation): an adaptation set \( \mathcal{A} \) is built for each user with the samples from current session \( t \) plus five random impostor samples. The first session used for adaptation is \( t = 1 \), however, in this particular case, the first two samples are discarded since they were already used for enrollment, while, in the other sessions, all 10 samples are part of the adaptation set. This adaptation set is then presented to the adaptation strategy to perform adaptation.
• Part C (test): the adapted biometric reference is used to test on the next session. The first test session is \( t + 1 \). Biometric samples from the same session from all other users are regarded as impostors to compute the performance metrics. Note that the biometric reference is not adapted during the test. When the test is finished on session \( t + 1 \), Part B is launched again, though on session \( t + 1 \) this time. The adapted biometric reference is then tested on session \( t + 2 \) and so on.

Note that, in this methodology, the last session is used only for test and the very first session is only part of the enrollment and adaptation. However, all other sessions are used for both processes, meaning that it mainly adopts the joint sets for test and adaptation approach. As a result, the number of samples used for both adaptation and test is increased.

Another evaluation methodology that follows the joint sets approach is [29] and its modification to include variable impostor ratios too [31]. As previously described, a pool is generated for each session and they are applied for test and adaptation, so the same data is used by both processes. The work from [63, 66] also adopted this approach as the same biometric data stream used for test is also the input for adaptation.

4.3.6 Online vs Offline adaptation. As discussed in Section 3, the periodicity of adaptation can change. There are two general categories: offline and online adaptation. In the offline adaptation, the biometric reference keeps unchanged for some time, then it is adapted at specific periods. Conversely, in the online adaptation, the biometric reference is adapted after each query is presented to the biometric system.

The methodology from [91] described earlier in this paper is an example of offline adaptation, since the biometric reference keeps unchanged during the test, while the methodology adopted in [31] deals with online adaptation. The pool is presented query by query to the biometric system, which will perform recognition and then adapt the biometric reference.

4.3.7 Chronological order. Usually, the evaluation of adaptive biometric systems respects the chronological order of the biometric samples. The enrollment should be done using the oldest samples and the test using the newest samples, in chronological order, to properly evaluate how the biometric system adapts the biometric reference to changes over time. As a result, the biometric reference is adapted to progressive changes observed over time. Modifying the order of the samples during the test can change how the biometric reference is adapted and, therefore, if the goal is to study changes due to time, the obtained results would be unreliable.

In [31], for instance, the samples from the pool are randomly interleaved (between genuine and impostor samples), but the chronological order of the genuine samples is maintained. Another work that respects the chronological order is [57], but it is not the case for all studies in the area, such as [6], which studied the effect of poisoning attacks. In that study, random samples were used for enrollment, so test samples may be newer than the enrollment ones.

4.3.8 Division into sessions and biometric data streams. As discussed in the previous section, several evaluation methodologies used the division into sessions to guide the assessment of the biometric systems. In [90, 91], for example, the session division information is used to guide when the adaptation process is launched. In other studies, such as [29, 31], the session division information...
is used to guide the generation of the pools, as one pool is obtained from each session. The decision threshold may also change over the sessions since the results are reported in terms of EER.

The information regarding the session division may not be available in a practical scenario. In light of this fact, in the studies from [62, 63, 66, 70] which used the user cross-validation for biometric data streams methodology, a biometric data stream is generated for each user ignoring the session division. It works by joining all the sessions into a single one, then the first samples are used for enrollment (where parameter tuning is performed too) and the remaining ones are used to form a biometric data stream. This biometric data stream is a sequence of queries presented, sample by sample, to the biometric system, which will return the label for each query. The decision to adapt or not the biometric reference in the meantime is up to the adaptation strategy. As a result, the decision to adapt a biometric sample is taken by the adaptive biometric system without the help of additional information, such as the session division.

5 OPEN CHALLENGES
After having reviewed previous research, this section presents some challenges and opportunities in the area of adaptive biometric systems.

5.1 Large scale adaptive biometric systems
So far, experimental studies on adaptive biometric systems have been evaluated in small to medium datasets ranging from 33 to 550 users (see Table 7). Although there are real application scenarios that involve a similar number of users, there are also applications whose number of users can be much higher (e.g., border control). Thus, the application of adaptive biometric systems in a large scale scenario is a current challenge. Research in this scenario may add new questions, like the impact on time and space imposed by the adaptation strategies. The findings will certainly find its way in commercial applications, as discussed in Section 5.6. Suitable, preferably public, datasets for studying large scale adaptive biometric systems are also necessary (see Section 5.2 and 5.3).

5.2 Acquisition of datasets suitable to evaluate adaptive biometric systems
Datasets should meet some important requirements to be used to evaluate adaptive biometric systems (see Section 4.1). These datasets need to contain several samples per user and, ideally, they should be acquired at different acquisition sessions. Currently, there are some public datasets, however, additional ones with a larger number of users and sessions are still needed. They would allow, for example, the evaluation of large scale adaptive systems, discussed in the previous item. The acquisition of these datasets can demand a large effort, since it requires to obtain biometric data for the same users during long periods. These databases could also be useful to implement score normalization [76] for adaptive biometric systems, which can benefit research in the area.

5.3 Generation of synthetic datasets for template update evaluation
While it is very difficult to collect biometric data to evaluate standard biometric systems, it is even more difficult to collect temporal biometric data to evaluate adaptive biometric systems. An alternative to deal with this problem is to generate synthetic data to be able to evaluate proposed algorithms on large scale datasets. This approach has been used for digital fingerprints with the definition of the SFINGE software [11] that has demonstrated its interest in the Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC). Recent studies on other modalities, such as keystroke dynamics, open new perspectives for the generation of synthetic datasets [58] that could fit the requirements for adaptive biometric systems. Nevertheless, an open question that remains is how to artificially simulate realistic changes over time. It is known that changes may occur in different fashions.
depending on the biometric modality [30]. Therefore, the simulation should take into account such differences. Future work may also model how changes impact different biometric modalities.

5.4 Attacks to the biometric system

Biometric references can be poisoned when impostor samples are used to adapt genuine references. This usually occurs by exploiting the adaptation process to progressively introduce impostor patterns into genuine biometric references. Consequently, an impostor can, not only impersonate, but also deny access to the genuine user. This is related to adversarial machine learning, which studies vulnerabilities of learning algorithms and the respective countermeasures [7]. A few papers that deal with this issue for adaptive biometric systems are [5, 6, 113]. Since adaptation strategies usually rely on how well the classification algorithm performs adaptation, classification errors can result in the inclusion of impostor patterns into genuine biometric references.

There are some categories of attacks to biometric system [7], such as spoofing, replay, hill climbing, malware infection and reference database attacks. Spoofing is the presentation of a fake biometric trait to a biometric sensor (e.g., by using a silicon model of a finger). Replay involves stealing a true raw biometric data (e.g., fingerprint image). This stolen data can be introduced in the biometric system. This data can also be modified before the introduction, thus harmfully adapting the true biometric reference. Hill climbing attacks simulate and introduce biometric data into the biometric system in order to gradually obtain biometric data similar to that of the target user. Malware infections affect the whole system integrity and database attacks either steal or introduce damaging information by a direct attack on the system database [6].

Some countermeasures have been proposed to deal with the previous problems. For instance, liveness detection systems [23, 93] can avoid spoofing attacks. Several countermeasures can also be combined [92]. Similar approaches could provide effective solutions to protect against various attacks. Moreover, another promising approach is the proposal of measures specifically tailored for the evaluation of how different types of attacks affect the performance of adaptive biometric systems. Current research in adaptive biometric systems usually considers only the well-known zero-effort attacks, which use samples that do not belong to the target user to simulate attacks. Although this is a valid approach, those samples are from users that did not deliberately studied the target user to be attacked.

5.5 Adaptive biometric system able to adapt to both condition and time

Several adaptation strategies have been proposed over the last years, as presented throughout this paper. However, some of them may be more suitable to adapt biometric references to changes due to time (e.g., Sliding and Usage Control), while others may be more suitable to adapt biometric references to changes due to new acquisition conditions (e.g., Self-Update). This is also reflected in the evaluation methodologies. As discussed in Section 4.3.3, some methodologies adopted in previous studies mainly evaluate aging, while others mainly evaluate new conditions.

In view of this scenario, future work could evaluate adaptive biometric systems to assess how they adapt to both aging and changing acquisition conditions. This may require new methods to evaluate these adaptation cases. In addition, adaptive strategies specifically designed to deal with both aging and condition changes could be proposed. A formalization for such has been presented by Poh et al. [77].

5.6 Adaptive biometric systems for commercial applications

Despite all the benefits of using adaptive biometric systems discussed in this paper, to the best of our knowledge, there is very few explicit indication on the use of adaptive biometric strategies in
commercial applications; for example, Apple’s Face ID [36] states that an adaptation is performed with the augmentation of the face data.

The adoption of adaptive biometric systems in commercial applications can be considered a current challenge, especially for applications that focus on daily-life as they cannot be as much controlled as border control-like applications. A key aspect that may have prevented their use is the vulnerability to impostor attacks [77] (see Section 5.4). A mechanism to prevent the inclusion of impostor patterns in the genuine reference might encourage vendors to include adaptation strategies on their products.

5.7 Adaptive biometric strategies in mobile applications

Biometric recognition solutions are nowadays widely used in commercial systems for securing physical and logical access, as discussed in Section 1. Several of these systems are used in mobile applications, highlighting the importance of considering mobile devices. Major challenges for real-time biometric recognition on mobile phones are computing performance, memory storage and security. Therefore, these challenges are also present for adaptive strategies on mobile devices. As presented throughout the paper, many adaptation strategies already meet this requirement, since they use simple update procedures.

Nonetheless, even for the adaptation strategies which may require high computation power, it is still feasible to adopt them by moving computing tasks to servers in the cloud. A biometric system under this setting would also require a secure communication channel to perform the authentication and adaptation processes.

An example of study which deals with mobile devices is [82], which applied co-training in this scenario. Nevertheless, there is still a limited number of studies which evaluate adaptive biometric systems on mobile devices. In addition to dealing with hardware limitations, research on mobile adaptation should also acquire data from the sensors on these devices over time.

6 CONCLUSION

Biometric systems can verify the identity of an individual based on biological, morphological and behavioral characteristics. They have been successfully used in several applications. Characteristics used for recognition should meet some properties [37], as discussed at the beginning of this paper: universality, distinctiveness, permanence and collectability. However, recent studies have shown that the permanence is not met for several biometric modalities [29, 70, 77, 81, 97]. This is due to several reasons, including aging and changing conditions, as discussed in Section 2.2. In order to deal with this problem, adaptive biometric systems have been proposed as one of the solutions. This is a relatively new field of study in biometrics.

The aim of this paper has been to provide a wide review of adaptive biometric systems, covering aspects such as formalization, terminology, sources of variations over time, adaptation strategies, evaluation methodology and open challenges. To the best of our knowledge, this is the most up-to-date and complete review of adaptive biometric systems.

Thanks to the proposed taxonomy for adaptation strategies presented in this paper, the reader has a broad view of works in adaptive biometric systems and can easily compare them. Adaptation strategies were divided into modules, namely: reference modeling, adaptation criterion, adaptation mode, adaptation periodicity and adaptation mechanism.

Another contribution of this paper is discussing the distinct evaluation methodologies that have been adopted in previous work. The evaluation of adaptive biometric systems differs from the evaluation of standard non-adaptive biometric authentication systems. Common evaluation metrics have been redefined to be properly expressed in the context of adaptive systems and specific metrics.
have been described as well. To standardize the evaluation protocol of adaptive biometric systems would be an important advance to the field.

A discussion about the open challenges in adaptive biometric systems is another key aspect of this paper. The discussion points out key gaps in the literature that could be explored in future research. We believe that future studies should focus on the definition of algorithms and systems suitable for commercial applications. This implies the specification of large scale adaptive systems and mobile-based systems, as well as the acquisition of natural or synthetic datasets that could provide a benchmark to evaluate these systems. Additionally, these systems must also be resistant to poisoning attacks and able to adapt to both condition and time changes.
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